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Come to the lands Between, one of the nine realms and the center of all worlds. A realm that changes the history of the world every day. A beautiful world known for its colorful sunsets and crimson skies. A raging, energetic force that flows through the Lands Between and changes
everything. The beautiful Lands Between sit on top of a crystal and crystal-clear lake. They are a world where the elven people abide, and where the Midnight Sun shines brightly, turning all people to stone. The most feared and deadly enemy in the game, the Elder, dwells in those
lands and has been living in the lake for countless years, slowly turning the villagers into stone. Players can take control of the characters they create. They can choose a route and play their own story. The main objective of the game is to clear the elder from the lake. #WEAPON
FEATURES - 18 weapons with 9 additional variations each - Weapon creation based on functionality rather than looks - Unique attacks based on the original gameplay of Armored Core V - Customizable upgrade system - All weapons level up independently #ARMOR FEATURES - 14

body types and 4 additional variation types - Body types change appearance, so your armor will look good from any angle - Upgradeable armor types with various properties - Adaptive stats based on your equipped equipment - Status effects - Customizable equipment menus - Fully
explorable armor system - Upgrade customization options - Potency-based item description screens for every item #MORPH ENHANCEMENTS - 10 skill trees that each learn one morph and refine it - MORPHING is not limited to armor, but can be used to enhance weapons as well -
Learn how to manipulate your body with precise skills - Morphs are also called'movesets' in the game - Morph your skills while in the air, in mid-air, on walls, or when going through objects - Morphs have special effects on the ground - You may choose any morphs you want and

customize them - Using morphs is only possible for certain attack types, weapons, and morph skills #ARMOR MASK FEATURES - Choose which body parts to show - Select what body parts you wish to reveal - The effects change based on the body parts that are shown - Multiple modes
for seeing body parts, each with their own visuals and mechanics #SUPPORT - Participate
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Elden Ring Features Key:
New Battle System Gives an All-new Challenge

Battle Have an arrangement battle with other players! Battle with your own formation by customizing your army, including Celts, Elves, Dark Elves, Humans, Elrond, Cuirassiers, Knights, Javelins, Light Elrond, Spearmen, Gondor, Hobs, Archers, Paladins, Artillery, and Magic
Knights.
Summon Monsters The game features a merchant element. Delve into the Land Between in the Dungeons and assemble a team of monsters. Bestow the power of the Elven Lord Ardaressor, then emerge victorious in the Dungeons!

More Than 100 Skills The "Action RPG" genre has been supplemented by new "Skill RPG" elements.
Vanilla Customization: Change the NPC Team Name and Display Name to and display your name on the multiplayer screen. Change the title color and player's portrait to and display a custom image. There are many other options too, such as the effects of swords and shields, display

icon types, and many more.
Fantasy Action RPG to the Extreme - The Severe Battlesystem - The more you play, the tougher the enemies become. Progress and increase in levels through various challenges that increase the number of monsters, magic, and difficulty factor.

Fantasy Action RPG to the Extreme - The Severe Battlesystem - We have improved the game screen to provide a more interactive experience. You can interact with the Monitors on the game screen. You can participate in and decide the battle results in the Severe Battle system. The
skill system has also been upgraded.

Fantasy Action RPG to the Extreme - The Severe Battlesystem - The game's difficulty has increased greatly. You can choose your appropriate level for the obstacles in order to progress.
Fantasy Action RPG to the Extreme - The Severe Battlesystem - There are different monsters (vicious poisons, traps, monsters, and so on). You can select from these monsters at any time.
Fantasy Action RPG to the Extreme - The Severe Battlesystem - Evolve your team by leveling up through various challenges, so that you are able to enjoy a more chaotic battle with greater
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5 out of 5 5 out of 5 your faith, your choice!!game(s) i must say the feel is like atleast the 1st strata 1 of the game. and as it grows with updates it keeps getting better!!! i am stoked i just bought the game the day they release it!! DNG pre orders are accepted 24/7!! quote from DNG
Quote from: DNG 01:00pm Hello Everyone, We hope you enjoy the Early Access servers. We’ve pushed out a new build a few times since going public with it and want to make sure you are experiencing the best version of the game. We will be performing another server bump for the

build on Thursday, November 15th at 12:00am server time. At this time, the build will be taken down for a few hours so that we can update the database for the server. We recommend logging out and back in while the server is down. There will be no impact to your in-game items
and progress, everything will persist and be synced. We understand this is a large change, but we believe our current build is the best for the Alpha phase of the Early Access period. 01:08pm Hello Everyone, So as we’ve mentioned last night, we just went live to the Early Access

servers. These new Early Access servers will be to help us during testing, and to help us address any issues early on. We will also be using these servers to push out small changes before a new build is released. 01:33pm Quote from: DNG Hello Everyone, Over the last few weeks, we
have been working diligently to get the Endurance System ready for release. We have been working on tuning various parts of the Endurance System, and we have found that players that are starting with high Endurance make fewer mistakes than players that are starting with lower
Endurance. If you would like to be among the group that has the lowest Endurance, you can reset your Endurance at any time during the First Tier by talking to Siri at any Port during your Endurance Limit. The portal should automatically open up when you meet Siri. 01:56pm Quote

from: DNG In addition to a new Endurance System, we are also changing the way players gain item drops from monsters. We’ve found that players that don’t use the Endurance System will suffer a larger item drop penalty bff6bb2d33
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The story of the game takes place in the Lands Between, a world where the legendary Elden Ring is forgotten. The Broken God, a huge threat that threatens all of mankind, is unleashed. You meet a wayward orphan from the Land of the Dead as his story unfolds, and together, you
rise to the Elden Ring. The Broken God: · With an immense body (1 billion battle power), the terrifying power of an ancient deity. · A body so huge that it is filled with a multitude of souls, so that his power is boundless. · The Broken God — a deity born from the sword of Chaos. So

called because he was born in the sword and the land soughs from him. · According to myths, the Broken God once lived in a peaceful world, but during a terrible catastrophe, something went horribly wrong and he has become a threat to mankind. The Darkness: · The Darkness is a
phenomenon that appears at times when something wrong happens in the world, causing various phenomena around it to occur. · Occurs when the Broken God is released and the dark heart of Chaos is activated. · The dark heart is formed from the souls of the Fallen, whom the

Broken God had absorbed in the past. · The Darkness is a manifestation of the Broken God's anger, hatred, and ambition. · It appears as a black void filled with countless battle power. The darkness possesses powerful attack power. Mankind: · Mankind is a race of people who have
been living in the world between the land of the living and the land of the dead for a long time. · The line of the Elden Ring continuously continues to be transmitted across the generations in order to fight the Broken God. · Their ancestors who reached the rank of an Elden Lord were
once blessed as the most powerful beings in the world, a fact that they are still conscious of. • Furthermore, the world of the Elden Ring has been frozen for a long time. Nobody knows when the world will be thawed. * The Lands Between is a world where the Elden Ring is forgotten. *

The Broken God is born from the sword of Chaos. He was the personification of Chaos. He once lived in a peaceful world, but during a terrible catastrophe, something went horribly wrong

What's new in Elden Ring:

Gameplay ● Defeat dangerous monsters, find hidden treasure! The conditions of the Dead King's army are deadlier than ever, and his plague spreads across the world. Arise
Tarnished, and accept the mission of fighting back the Dead King's army! ● Pick up a Monk's Gloves Unlike the first game where you play in full armor, in this game you'll be able
to wield the power of spiritual weapons, just like a Monk. ● A Complex Game System The game system has undergone a complete revision and now provides a higher degree of

freedom and gameplay diversity. ● The World Between Worlds The world of Nowhere is full of dead bodies of humans and monsters, which means that it exists in the area of the
Dead King and becomes something other than the world of reality. You can experience the unique field of the world between worlds. ● Easy to Understand, Well-Organized Combat

While combat has always centered around damaging with weapons, this game introduced new combat concepts of attack-point building and match-up system. ● Introduction of
the Spirit Blade A weapon that can deal powerful damage to monsters and possesses a powerful effect when used. ● Various Layouts of Items and Equipment Equip a variety of
items and weapons through a variety of ways. ● Unique Scroll System In addition to attracting rare items through online play, you can also randomly acquire items from various

game content!

Game Properties

Story World: Dead King's army almost encircles the land, so the country must defeat the invading army. The action-RPG genre has come long since the era when games would
wander around a castle only to beat the same kinds of monsters a thousand times. It is a genre that starts with the idea of “New Game+”, where players battle these same
monsters many times over. The RPG genre that aimed at players who already knew the mechanics of battle was made popular. More recently, games such as AddOn
Immersive and Kigurumi have been published.
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